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This presentation contains summary information about PlatinumDEX Limited, as at January 2019. The information in this presentation is of general background 

and contains an overview and summary of certain data selected by the management of PlatinumDEX. It does not purport to be complete.

This presentation is not a prospectus, disclosure document or offering document under the law of any jurisdiction. It is for informational purposes only. This 

presentation is not investment or financial product advice (nor tax, accounting or legal advice) and is not intended to be used for the basis of making an 

investment decision. A recipient must make their own independent investigations, consideration and evaluation of PlatinumDEX and the offer and PlatinumDEX 

recommends that investors should obtain their own professional advice before making any investment decisions in the company. 

This document has been prepared based on information available at the time of presentation. No representation or warranty, express or implied, is made as to 

the fairness, accuracy or completeness of the information, opinions and conclusions contained in this presentation or any omission from this presentation or of 

any other written or oral information or opinions provided now or in the future to any person. While reasonable care has been taken to ensure that facts stated 

in this presentation are accurate and/or that the opinions expressed are fair and reasonable, no reliance can be placed for any purpose whatsoever on the 

information contained in this document or its completeness.

To the maximum extent permitted by law, neither PlatinumDEX nor their respective officers, directors, employees, advisors and agents, nor any other person, 

accepts any liability as to or in relation to the accuracy or completeness of the information, statements, opinions or matters (express or implied) arising out of, 

contained in or derived from this presentation or any omission from this presentation or of any other written or oral information or opinions provided now or in 

the future to any person.

Some of the statements appearing in this presentation are in the nature of forward looking statements. You should be aware that such statements are 

predictions based on assumptions, and are subject to inherent risks and uncertainties. Those risks and uncertainties include factors and risks specific to the 

industry in which PlatinumDEX operates as well as general economic conditions, prevailing exchange rates and interest rates and conditions in the financial 

markets and other factors that are in some cases beyond PlatinumDEX’s control. As a result, any or all of the PlatinumDEX’s forward-looking statements in this 

presentation may turn out to be inaccurate.



The Crypto Market Key Facts
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Cryptocurrency 

market valuation 

predicted to hit 

$1 trillion this 

year 2019

The Top 10 exchanges 

are reportedly earning 

up to $3 million per day

with both Binance and 

Coinbase reported to 

have earned over a 

billion USD in their last 

12 months trade 

When the 

‘whales’ are 

removed from 

the equation the 

average daily 

trade is valued 

at USD $650 per 

trader  

Global number of 

crypto owners/users 

between 20 – 30 

million with an 

average daily trade 

volume between $1B 

to $3B USD 

The popularity of 

cryptocurrency

means that despite 

volatile prices, 

market caps, values 

are growing

substantially every

year

Average fees 

are 0.2% to 

0.3% per 

each 

transaction

The crypto 

exchange market 

is $4 billion per 

year and 

expanding year 

on year at 9% 

https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2018-03-05/crypto-exchanges-raking-in-billions-emerge-as-kings-of-coins
https://www.hiveex.com/hiveex-cryptocurrency-report


Who are we?
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m The PlatinumDEX team 

have decades of 
experience in securing 
critical assets against 
internal and external 
threats.  All have in-
depth knowledge and 
strong skills in 
government, financial, 
military, cryptocurrency, 
technical, governance, 
and compliance.
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n A Global secure mobile 
payment via iOS and 
Android. Uniquely sends 
cryptocurrency via all 
social media messaging 
services (including 
Messenger, Telegram, 
WhatsApp etc.) to a smart 
phone. 

F
u

n
d
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g • To fund the 

development of 
PlatinumDEX, 

• Security Token Offering 
(STO) will be launched

• To sell the PTX token

• Provide traders with 
access to a platform 
that incorporates all of 
the  components that 
investors need in one
place.
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e • User access to all 

trading features,  thus 
maximizing the 
capabilities for  those 
traders who want to 
automate  their trading.

• Providing features 
related to  detailed 
reporting, advanced  
charting tools, multiple 
order types,  price alert 
system and detailed  
portfolio performance 
updates under  one roof 
thereby eliminating the  
need for third party
software.



The Problem
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• Poor levels of security and safety of wallets

• Inadequate architecture

• Poor customer service

• Inadequate localisation

• Lack of automated features

• Lengthy validation process (KYC)

• Poor operational governance

• Lack of readiness for forthcoming regulations

• High volatility in pricing and trading volume

• No curation of coins according to their feasibility and genuineness

• High latency

• Complexity in applied rules and  liquidity restrictions from exchanges

• Digital Assets can be seized by legitimate Government under warrant just the same as physical assets or bank 

account contents.



WHY NOW?

PlatinumDEX considers that, at a time when the overall capitalisation of the crypto currency market is reducing in parallel with a
rise in both market manipulation and its use for illegal purposes, with a resultant general reduction in trust in cryptocurrency, the
potential for a secure, well governed and licensed exchange is great. Its goal is to enable crypto currency as a real alternative to
fiat currencies, with transactions undertaken within seconds and at very low costs. Eventually the team anticipates that it will be
possible to achieve this with a few taps on a smartphone. PlatinumDEX intends to

• Stabilise the market by providing security, transparency and regulatory compliance as safeguards against manipulation.

• Bring businesses, governments and major investors into the cryptocurrency world

• Provide a service to small traders and subsistence farmers in developing countries, which will enable them to bypass the
uncertain security and large fees which often characterise banking systems in such markets.

• Similarly, PlatinumDEX will enable the recipient of microfinance payments to receive funds, direct to their smart phones, by
passing traditional blockages, at a fraction of the costs of traditional methods and almost instantaneously.
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The Solution
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Regulation, Liquidity & Security

Robust & Highly Secure Infrastructure

Compliant with Global Regulations & Legislation

Speedier Know Your Customer Process

High Performance & Low Latency

Reserve Liquidity Pool

Advanced Features

Regulate Additions of Coins

Digital Asset Storage

PlatinumDEX enables investors to 

trade financial assets and 

cryptocurrencies in a single 

platform, allowing them to transfer 

assets between markets quickly and 

securely.



VALUE PROPOSITION
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Unique Features of PlatinumDEX

Secured technical architecture, 

with an overarching strong 

business governance, risk and 

compliance framework, manned 

by a highly skilled and 

experienced team of 

professionals, backed by a 

rigorous set of audits and 

extremely high base line in cyber 

security. ensuring that all 

sensitive business and customer 

information is completely secure 

from theft and unapproved 

access.

The customer onboarding 

system Know Your Customer 

(KYC) provided by Identity Mind, 

provides an automated customer 

onboarding process supported 

by a global online identity 

verification service which sends 

verification codes to users via 

secure channels to ensure that 

only genuine users are permitted 

to sign up and use the service.

The systems also allows us to 

verify customer data using 

multiple KYC onboarding tests, 

providing the functionality to 

build and risk score digital 

identities to ensure anti-money 

laundering (AML) compliance, 

combined with new account 

fraud prevention.

PlatinumDEX hardened, 

encrypted fully secured wallets 

and cold storage devices built 

into working laptops using our 

pre-existing, tested technology. 

Which will leave a zero footprint 

when it interacts with either a 

mobile device or a desktop 

computer, interacting through 

secured pathways with the 

PlatinumDEX exchange ensuring 

safe use across borders without 

the possibility of a “Man in the 

Middle” attack

Our platform will be available via 

both web and mobile.  The 

mobile app we have developed 

uniquely sends cryptocurrency 

via all social media messaging 

services (including Messenger, 

Telegram, WhatsApp etc.) to a 

smart phone. Our App creates a 

non-custodial wallet on your 

smartphone, from which you 

then transfer to your own cold 

wallet. NFC Stick with screen

and desktop computers.

Bridging the 'old' banking world 

with the digital era, providing a 

seamless entrance to e-Banking, 

delivering our service through 

our fully automated technology 

platform and interactive 

communication channels. 

Securing the required legal 

requirements for offering Fiat 

as a payment method 

because of it being liquid 

stable.

Wholly owned and managed 

PlatinumDEX physically secure 

data centers. Screened and 

cleared staff who operate on a 

need to know basis with physical 

separation to exacting western 

military standards.  With high 

availability, Governance Risk and 

Compliance (GRC) processes 

beyond current International 

Banking, SWIFT, US and UK 

Government standards, in 

multiple countries under 

different legal frameworks, e.g. 

Switzerland and Germany -

requiring multiple jurisdictional 

warrants and the ability to 

securely divide up Digital Assets 

(included securely printed on 

paper) across several PDEX hyper 

secure data centres rendering 

the asset useless unless 

recompiled through a very strict 

& rigorous process..  

Fiat

Integration
Highly Secure

Mobile 

App & 

Web

Wallets 

& Cold Storage 

Devices

KYC 

& AML

Digital 

Asset

Storage 

https://identitymindglobal.com/kyc/


COMPETITIVE LANDSCAPE

Exchange Located Rating
Security 

Rating %
Regulated E-MI Licence

Daily 

Market Cap

Full 

spectrum
Public cloud

PlatinumDEX EU 54* 99.999 Y Y $26 m* Y N

Coinbase Pro USA 42 89 N Y $57 m N Y

Kraken USA 39 80  N N $61m N Y

Bit Z HKG 3 31 N N $336 m N Y

OKEX Malta 2 47 N N $392 m N Y

Binance Malta 1 63 N N $566 mil N Y

Huobi SIN 7 46 N N $290 m N Y

Gemini USA 67 43 N N $10 m N Y

• Exchanges have been chosen by significance. Binance, OKEX, Bit-Z and Huobi represent examples of the top of the exchange league as per Coinmarketcap.com

• Kraken, Coinbase and Gemini represent top US exchanges that may embrace full regulation

• All exchanges use public cloud servers

• All exchanges have very poor cyber security – anything below 99.999% is unacceptable

• No exchange, except PlatinumDEX, offer ‘full spectrum security’ or offer hardened, encrypted cold storage wallets or trading devices 

*Projected

https://coinmarketcap.com/rankings/exchanges/
https://icorating.com/report/exchange-security-report/
https://platinumdex.com/en/ico/
https://pro.coinbase.com/
https://bitcoinist.com/coinbase-sec-complaints-fraud-allegations/
https://coinmarketcap.com/exchanges/coinbase-pro/#markets
https://aws.amazon.com/solutions/case-studies/coinbase/
https://www.kraken.com/
https://bitcoinexchangeguide.com/kraken-ceo-jesse-powell-mocks-new-york-regulators-on-twitter-after-report/
https://coinmarketcap.com/exchanges/kraken/#markets
https://support.kraken.com/hc/en-us/articles/115006441267-Does-Kraken-provide-a-wallet-service-
https://www.bit-z.com/
https://coinmarketcap.com/exchanges/bit-z/#markets
https://www.okex.com/lang/en-US/
https://www.cryptonews24x7.net/founder-of-crypto-exchange-okex-allegedly-detained-on-crypto-fraud-charges-in-china/
https://coinmarketcap.com/exchanges/okex/#markets
https://www.binance.com/
https://www.blockasia.io/investors-speculate-that-binance-and-bitmex-will-be-closed-by-the-sec-after-it-shut-down-1broker/
https://coinmarketcap.com/exchanges/binance/#markets
http://www.huobi.com/
https://medium.com/@sylvainartplayribes/chasing-fake-volume-a-crypto-plague-ea1a3c1e0b5e
https://coinmarketcap.com/exchanges/huobi-global/#markets
https://gemini.com/
https://coinmarketcap.com/exchanges/gemini/#markets
https://medium.com/gemini


COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE
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SECURITY

PlatinumDEX is able to deliver the critical balance between security and usability

essential for a crypto-trading exchange due to real world experience in

defending against the highest calibre of adversary; including Nation State.

Many Exchanges fail to recognise the security risks inherent in the outsourcing of

the hosting and management of the platform to a Public Cloud provider (such as

Amazon AWS, Microsoft Azure etc.) leaving the Exchange with no control over

critical exchange infrastructure. PlatinumDEX will build its own servers, burn

erasable programmable read-only memory (EPROMS), manufactured to our

specs where the provenance is known and never outsource control.

REGULATION & GOVERNANCE

PlatinumDEX embraces the new legislation and believe that it will be one

of the three pillars (Regulation, Liquidity & Security) that support the

burgeoning cryptocurrency ecosystem. We are in the process now of

applying for the necessary licences to be able to operate as a fully

regulated crypto-fiat currency exchange within the European Union. We

intend on being compliant before the STO is completed

PlatinumDEX will apply for its EU e-MI licence for online e-banking service to 500 million EU citizens and 30 million enterprises. The global market will be worth

US$ 30 billion by 2023 with a CAGR of 22.6% between 2017 and 2023.

Problems that inhibit mass adoption of e-banking mirror those affecting crypto currency. I.e. An unsatisfied demand convenient interfaces, secured systems,

clear, and understandable information, trusted institutions and high-quality service.

PlatinumDEX considers that it will have previously addressed the problems in the context of its exchange and that it will have established itself as a trusted

service provider.

It believes it will be able to leverage this experience and successfully enter the global e-banking market, this bridging the ‘traditional’ finance world with digital

assets and with the nascent e-cash ecosystem.

PlatinumDEX founders believe this will have a positive effect on the valuation of the company when both e-banking and crypto exchange services are provided

by the one, successful company. Businesses like Revolt ($1.7B), TransferWise ($1.6B) and Monzo ($1.3B) have had high valuations based upon comparatively

much lower profits than profits projected by PlatinumDEX.

https://www.cnbc.com/2018/04/26/revolut-raises-250-million-in-funding-at-1-point-7-billion-valuation.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2018/09/10/transferwise-earnings-second-year-of-profit-revenue-surges.html
https://www.pymnts.com/news/digital-banking/2018/monzo-unicorn-valuation-mobile/


COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE
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LAUNCHING THE NEXT GENERATION 

EXCHANGE

Most of the exchanges in the market face

issues related to security, slow server speed

and poor support. As technology develops,

PlatinumDEX will evolve into a decentralised

exchange when it is expected that the tech to

support DEX’s would have matured. This next

generation exchange will allow traders to

have control over their funds and superior

trading execution services. Security will be the

driving factor of the metamorphosis, in order

that PlatinumDEX maintains its position as

the world's most secure cryptocurrency

exchange.

LOW FEES

PlatinumDEX at the onset, will charge

a fee of 0.2% of the value of the

trade. Other Variations may

subsequently be introduced,

including maker-taker, volume-based

tiering and 0 fee promotions. We will

also provide 24x7 customer support

with dedicated agents who have

verified expertise in their respective

fields.

HIGH AVAILABILITY, LOW LATENCY

With full failover and disaster

recovery in place from the outset.

PlatinumDEX intends to be secure

against both internal and external

threats, and as it is a mission

critical system it will have 99.999%

availability. The experts at

PlatinumDEX are constantly

enhancing the performance of

the platform by also reducing the

latency rate.

“There's no competitive advantage in being just like everyone else” – Daniel Burrus



MARKET OPPORTUNITY
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Cryptocurrency Market
Including Bitcoin for the Period January 24th 2018 to January 24th 2019

https://coinmarketcap.com/charts/


FUTURE GROWTH
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Growth opportunities in the market and how PlatinumDEX will take benefit of those

 The overall cryptocurrency market 

is projected to reach USD 1.40 

billion by 2024, at a CAGR of 6.18% 

during 2019-2024.

 As per the estimates of Bloomberg, 

the top 10 crypto  exchanges are 

generating as much as $3 million 

in fees a  day, or heading for more 

than $1 billion per year.

 Binance and OKEx are handling the 

largest volume of trading, equal to 

about $1.7 billion daily

https://howmuch.net/articles/crypto-exchanges-revenue
https://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/global-cryptocurrency-market-2018-2024-trading-remittance-and-payment-applications-to-drive-market-growth-300742107.html
https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/markets/stocks/news/cryptocurrency-exchanges-are-raking-in-billions-of-dollars/articleshow/63182900.cms


PLATINUMDEX CLUB & COIN (PTX)
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Early adopters, clients and traders may take advantage of membership of our PlatinumDEX Club which provides a number 

of attractive benefits. These will include discounts on PlatinumDEX's special hardened tablets, laptops and other wallets. 

Membership can be accessed via the PlatinumDEX e-commerce platform. The laptops and tablets are intended to be used 

as secure communication devices, cold wallets, for working online and within the blockchain eco-system.

In addition to offering a secure cryptocurrency trading mechanism, and the Club membership benefits, PlatinumDEX will 

also provide PTX coin: a Security Token following the Ethereum platform. 

The PlatinumDEX STO will be issued in fiat currencies, Bitcoin (BTC) and Ether (ETH).  Following completion of the 

PlatinumDEX Club Membership sales (at the discretion of the Board) the pre-sale of 25 million PTX at a 40% discount will 

start - purchase price $0.30 cents. 

The remaining 225 million tokens will be sold as 'first come, first served' and will start after completion of the pre-sale. The

various stages (2-4) will run concurrently as the previous stage completes. 

Stage 2 30% discount token price $0.35 cents 

Stage 3 20% discount token price $0.40 cents 

Stage 4 token price $0.50 cents

Once the coin has been launched on PlatinumDEX Exchange (Quarter 2, 2019), the price will depend on market conditions 

prevailing at that time.



TOKEN ECONOMICS
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Token issuance details

TOKEN SALE Symbol 

Total token supply 500 million Ptx 

Tokens for sale 250 million Ptx 

Token main sale price 1 Ptx = $0.50 USD 

ERC20 Token Yes

Main sale period after completion of Club Membership 

sales and pre sale Minimum cap* 

2 million Ptx

Maximum cap 250 million Ptx 

Accepted currencies USD, EUR, UKP, BTC, ETC 

Token distribution Up to 30-days after token sale 

finishes

* Minimum cap – if the minimum cap threshold of 2 million tokens is not allocated the original investment is returned



HEADLINE FINANCIALS
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Year 1 - $68 million Profit

Year 2 - $64 million Profit

Year 3 - $71 million Profit

Year 4 - $78 million Profit

Year 5 – Year on Year Growth 10%



PLATINUMDEX 
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Alexander Rogan

Chief Executive Officer

Alexander is an accomplished and goal driven Corporate Business Executive, who utilises his 

understanding of major business functions, industry trends, politics/ legislative systems, and the 

organisation’s position to integrate in to effective business strategies and tactics.  With over 30 years of 

experience in global markets, supply chain, advising investment banks and hedge funds on the highest 

level of trends and practises, such as protecting high value Fintech, virtual enterprise and e-commerce 

from cyber-attack and intrusion.

Carlos Solari

Chief Information Officer

Carlos Solari is an internationally known cyber and information technology security expert. He has been part of the most sensitive roles in 

the U.S. federal government as well as in large multinational corporations. As the former CIO of The White House, Carlos was responsible 

for the IT systems for the Executive Office of two President’s where the highest levels of national security must be protected. He also 

served as Vice President and General Manager of Global Security Solutions for CSC where he led a team of cyber security experts 

protecting critical infrastructure for private and public-sector accounts. Earlier in his career, Carlos was a senior executive Director at the 

FBI where he led the development of a nationally deployed system for counter-drug operations. The system subsequently became the

FBI’s intelligence database. He also served as Program Executive for the creation of the FBI’s global command and communication facility.



ROAD MAP
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THANK
YOU
www.PlatinumDEX.com

Alexander Rogan

+33632452329

alexander.rogan@platinumdex.com


